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Introduction

I.1 WHY ALL THE EXCITEMENT?

The interaction between light and matter is central to life and to science. Sunlight
is the primary source of all useful energy on the Earth. Most of us know what is
in the world around us because of light that passes into our eyes. Our scientific
understanding of the world has, for a large part, been based on extending our vision
using optical instruments, from telescopes to see the very large to microscopes to
see the very small. Our information economy is enabled by optical signals that travel
down glass fibers. But there are limits on our ability to put light to use. For a long
time, it was thought that a fundamental limit was set by the wavelength of light
itself. Propagating waves, whether they are light waves, radio waves, sound waves,
or any other kind of wave, cannot be focused down to a spot smaller than about
half their wavelength. For visible light, wavelengths range from about 400 to about
750 nm. This would seem to keep optics, at best, on the outskirts of nanoscience and
nanotechnology.

However, it has recently come to be understood that this is not always the case—
that “nano-optics” is not necessarily a contradiction. Central to this understanding is
the realization that light is not restricted to freely propagating waves. Electromagnetic
fields oscillating at optical frequencies can also exist in the form of evanescent waves,
bound to the surfaces of objects. These evanescent fields rapidly decay away from
the objects, rather than carrying energy away into space. They are therefore referred
to as the “near field” of the object, as opposed to the “far field” that propagates
away. Near-field radiation is not subject to the same diffraction limit as far-field
radiation, and can be confined to dimensions as small as the atomic scale. The trick
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behind nano-optics is thus to find a way to efficiently direct optical energy into
evanescent waves.

This is where metal nanoparticles enter the picture. When light is incident on a
metal nanoparticle, its electric field pushes the electrons in the particle toward one
side of the particle. This means that the negative charges of the electrons accumulate
on that side, leaving behind a positive charge on the opposite side. These negative and
positive charges attract one another; if the negative charge were suddenly released,
then, it would oscillate back and forth with a certain frequency, like a mass on a spring.
If the frequency of the incident light matches this natural resonance frequency, it will
produce large oscillations of all of the free electrons in the metal. Because so many
electrons are oscillating back and forth together, large electric fields are produced in
the immediate vicinity of the particle; these fields themselves act on the electrons,
reinforcing the oscillations. This coupled excitation, consisting of oscillating charges
inside the particle and oscillating electromagnetic fields immediately outside the
particle, is known as a plasmon resonance (or, often, as a localized surface plasmon
or a particle plasmon).

These plasmon resonances are a genuinely nano-optical phenomenon. Although
analogies are often drawn to much larger metal antennas and waveguides that are
designed to broadcast, receive, and transmit radio waves and microwaves, the response
of metal nanoparticles to light is qualitatively different. Conduction electrons move
extremely quickly when an electric field is applied to a metal, on the order of fem-
toseconds. This is essentially instantaneous compared to the periods of microwaves
and radio waves, so that the metals can be treated as perfect conductors. At near-
infrared and optical frequencies, by contrast, the response time becomes comparable
to the period of the electromagnetic wave; this matching of time scales leads to the
strong coupling between electromagnetic fields and electron motion that we refer to
as plasmons. Plasmons move across metal surfaces with phase velocities that can
be very different from those of freely propagating light waves. In extended metal
objects, whose dimensions are comparable to or larger than the optical wavelength,
this phase mismatch means that incident light does not naturally excite plasmons
with high efficiency. In nanoscale objects, whose dimensions are small compared to
the optical wavelength, this restriction is overcome, and the coupling between light
and plasmon resonances can be very strong.

Metal nanoparticles thus have the capability of pushing optics fully into the
nanometer size regime, allowing ordinary light fields to produce strong evanescent
waves that are confined on the nanoscale. This means that the dimensions of optical
components can be reduced down to size scales that are comparable to those of elec-
tronic components. The prospect of integrating optics and electronics into systems
with densities comparable to those of integrated circuits has inspired a tremendous
amount of research dedicated to the generation, control, manipulation, and transmis-
sion of plasmons in metal nanostructures. This research field has been given its own
name, “plasmonics,” and has grown to the point where it is beyond the scope of
an introductory book such as this. Plasmons in extended metal structures—flat sur-
faces, thin films, patterned or structured films, strip waveguides, and the like—have
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been covered in other recent monographs. This book is therefore dedicated solely to
plasmons in metal nanoparticles.

More specifically, it is dedicated to plasmons in gold and silver nanoparticles.
These materials have been the nearly exclusive subject of plasmonics research because
they support high quality plasmon resonances at optical frequencies. This is, in part,
due to the high density of conduction electrons in these materials: the more electrons
involved in a plasmon oscillation, the greater the electrostatic restoring force, and
thus the greater the resonance frequency. Just as importantly, losses in silver and gold
are relatively low, at least compared to other metals. Copper, for example, can also
support plasmon resonances at optical frequencies, but these resonances are weak
because the plasmons are rapidly dissipated by losses in the metal. Silver, in fact, has
the lowest losses, and thus the strongest plasmon resonances, of all known materials.
Gold, though, is more stable, chemically and physically, than silver, so it is often used
instead. Other materials can produce plasmon resonances in other frequency ranges—
aluminum, for example, supports plasmons at ultraviolet frequencies, and highly
doped semiconductors and oxides support plasmons at infrared frequencies—but we
will limit ourselves here to plasmons at optical and near-optical frequencies.

Within this spectral range, gold and silver nanoparticles can be designed to produce
resonances at any desired frequency. The electric fields around the metal nanoparticles
that produce the plasmon oscillations depend on the shape of the nanoparticles. Sharp
points and high aspect ratios result in the concentration of fields; this, in turn, results
in lower restoring forces and thus lower resonance frequencies. Similarly, plasmons
in separate nanoparticles couple together when the particles are brought close to one
another, leading to further shifts of the resonance to lower frequencies and further
concentration of fields to small volumes. Design of nanoparticle assemblies thus
allows plasmon resonances to be tuned to match a given optical frequency, and
makes it possible to confine optical fields on three dimensions to length scales of
only a few nanometers.

This nanoscale confinement of light does far more than simply reduce the size
of optical components: it dramatically increases the interaction between light and
matter. In a sense, metal nanoparticles can focus light down to spots hundreds or
thousands of times smaller than any ordinary lens; the light will thus interact with
material in that spot thousands or millions of times more strongly than it otherwise
would. Effects that would previously be observable only with specialized, high power
lasers can now be reached with more ordinary light sources.

This new, nanoscale control over light opens up unprecedented technological
opportunities. To cite just a few examples, plasmon resonances in metal nanoparti-
cles allow for highly sensitive chemical sensing and identification, down to the level
of single molecules. Luminescence from molecules or semiconductor nanostructures
can be enhanced by nearby metal nanoparticles, potentially enabling a new gener-
ation of light-emitting devices. The ability of metal nanoparticles to squeeze light
down to nanoscale volumes provides unprecedented resolution for near-field optical
microscopy, optical patterning, and optically assisted data storage. Metal nanopar-
ticles can reduce the size, and thus increase the performance, of photodetectors,


